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Abstract

For the photophysical investigations, a series of pyrene Iabeled poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons (1-6) were synthesized. Emission spectra of pyrene and pyrene labeled
monodendrons (1-6) were examined in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane. Lifetimes of
these compounds were determined using time resolved laser flash photolysis. Pyrene
shows a significant decrease in lifetime with an increase in solvent polarity from 480 ns
in cyclohexane to 280 ns in acetonitrile. Pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6) have a
significantly shorter lifetime than pyrene and their lifetimes show a slight decrease with
the increase in solvent polarity from 25.4 ns in cyclohexane to 20.8 ns in acetonitrile.
These differences may arise from the strong coupling of the polar C - 0 bond with internal
conversion processes.
Excimer emission was observed in concentrated solutions of pyrene and pyrene
labeled monodendrons (1-5) and the Birks kinetic model was used to evaluate the kinetic
rate parameters. Time resolved fluorescence studies indicate that the rate of excimer
formation increases and the lifetime of the excimer decreases with the increase in size of
monodendrons. The Gibbs free energy (AG) associated with the excimer formation at
room temperature is E -4.6 kcal/mole for pyrene and -3.5 kcal/mole for pyrene labeled
monodendrons (1-5). The combined steady-state and time resolved fluorescence decay
experiments indicate that the formation of pyrene excimer is completely diffusion
controlled and occurs only in excited state.
Quenching experiments with iodine and oxygen in dilute and concentrated
solutions (containing excimer) of pyrene labeled monodendrons indicated a generally

decreasing trend in the quenching rate constant with increase in generation number and
decrease in solvent polarity. The diffusion coefficient of both quenchers (I2 and Oz)
decrease and the relative viscosities increase with the increase in size of monodendrons in
acetonitrile and THF. The experimentally measured diffusion coefficients for pyrene
labeled monodendrons in acetonitrile and THF when combined with their quenching rate
constants suggests that the higher generation monodendrons are not fully extended in
solution and have some back folding. Because of this back folding the fraction of
quencher accessible to the fluorophore decreases. This was also supported by molecular
modeling studies using Hyperchem.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

A. Historical

Dendritic polymers are molecules with a globular structure in which well defined
branches radiate from a central core, and possess large number of terminal groups with a
definite geometrical growth. This is a novel class of materials with a well-defined
molecular composition. Researchers are enthusiastic about using dendritic molecules as
building blocks for synthesizing even more complex supermolecules and supramolecular
structures.
The unique architecture of these macromolecules leads to a variety of new and
unusual physical properties such as low intrinsic viscosity, high solubility, high
miscibility and high reactivity (from the presence of many chain ends). Much work has
been carried out in areas such as melt viscosity,' glass transition temperature; rheological
properties3 and even on the photoinduced electron transfer to

4
0.
The

most exciting

physical property of dendrimers is the variation of their intrinsic viscosities576with
molecular weight. It is found that, when the size increases beyond a certain point, the
intrinsic viscosity begins to decline, contrary to the behavior of linear polymers. This
effect is believed to be a consequence of the globular shapes of high generation
dendrimers leaving them unable to 'tangle' with one another after the manner of linear
polymers. Figure 1. I shows the intrinsic viscosity behavior of polyether dendrimers and
polystyrene.

-1.8J

2.5

3b

3h

4.0

4.5

1

SD

Log (molecular weight)
Figure 1-1. Intrinsic viscosity behavior of polyether dendrimers and of polystyrene.6

A large variety of dendrimers have now been synthesized up to now. Prominent
examples are the polyamidoarnines (PAMAM, Tomalia), polyethers (Frechet), arborols
and metal containing structures (Newkome) and polyarnines (Meijer). Researchers are
enthusiastic about using dendritic molecules as buiIding blocks for synthesizing even
more complex supermolecules and supramolecular structure.
Current nomenclature rules do not easily accommodate these structures. It has
become conventional to describe dendrimers as diverging "branches" radiating from the
central "core". Each new layer or shell of monomer surrounding the core is considered a
"generation".

The outermost layer or shell of monomer surrounding the core is called

"generation zero", the next layer is "generation one" and so on. Figure 1-2 shows the
branching scheme of successive generations.

Figure 1-2. Numbering scheme in second generation tridendron (dendritic polymers).
The core molecule is 1,1,1 -tris(4'-hydroxypheny1)ethane and the branches
are poly(ary1 ether) m o n o d e n d r ~ n s . ~ ~

Many potential applications for dendrimers have been proposed.7 They find use as
solubilizing agents: catalysts, drug delivery agents9and slow release agents for perhmes,
herbicides and drugs. Research is also active in applications as diverse as polymer
adhesives and coatings, additives,'' catalyst supports, thin films, laser-printing toners and

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) agents."
Several theoretical investigations have been performed to predict the structure
and properties of dendritic polymers. Issues of special interest include density profiles in
dendrimers, the localization of end groups and the limits of perfect dendrimer growth.
Two theoretical models that have been reported to describe the structure of dendrimers
are the "hollow sphere" model by de ~ e n n e sand
~ the "dense sphere" model by

~ u t h u k u m a r . ' ~The analytical prediction of de Gennes, using a self-consistent-field

(SCF) model, showed that dendrimers have all end groups at the periphery with the
lowest density at the core. Also, with increasing numbers of generations. a "dense
packed" state is reached when the number of chain ends expand to completely fill the
surface area available. Using a kinetic approach, Muthukumar predicted greater
"ingrowth" for dendrimers and the greatest density near the center with the increasing
number of generations. The de Gennes model has been supported by empirical studies on
the dendritic boxI3 and related strnctures,'~xchange interactions between radical
centers," optical data1)and SANS studies on PAMAM dendrimers.'"" The dense sphere
model of Muthukumar has been supported by solution NMR,'* REDOR- N M R , ' ~SEC~'
S A N S ~ ' and viscometry studies.

Both models predict the unusual properties of

dendrimer although with some differences.

B. Synthesis and Characterization
The term 'dendrimer' is now used almost universally to describe highly branched,
monodisperse compounds. Most syntheses of dendrimers involve the repetitious
alternation of a growth reaction and an activation reaction. Often, these reactions have to
be performed at many sites on the same molecule simultaneousIy. These reactions must
be very 'clean' and give high yield for the construction of large targets to be feasible.
Many dendrirner syntheses rely upon traditional reactions, such as the Michael reaction:
or the Williamson ether synthesis,22whilst others involve the use of modern techniques

and chemistry, such as solid-phase synthesis,23724organornetall ic25'26 chemistry,
organosilicon2' chemistry? organo-phosphorus' chemistry? or other contemporary organic
method~logies.~The choice of the growth reaction dictates the way in which branching
is introduced into the dendrimer. Branching may either be present in the building blocks
as is more often the case or it can be created as a function of the growth reaction, as is the
case with the PAMAMs and the poly(propy1ene imine)~.Two main methodologies exist

for the synthesis of dendrimers. The synthetic methodology employed in the early
dendrimer syntheses by ~ o m a l i and
a ~ ~ e w k o m ecame
~ ~ ,to~ be
~ known as the 'divergent'
approach. This name comes from the way in which the dendrimer grows outwards from
the core, diverging into space. A schematic representation of divergent growth is shown
in Scheme 1-1. Starting from a reactive core, a generation is grown, and then the new
periphery of the molecule is activated for reaction with more monomers. The two steps
can be repeated. The divergent approach is successful for the production of large
quantities of dendrimers since, in each generation-adding step, the molar mass of the

CORE

Gl

G2

G3

G4

G5

Scheme 1- 1. Schematical representation of the divergent dendrimer growth according to
~ o r n aia.9
l

Figure 1-3. Dendritic pol mers synthesized by divergent approach: (a) Poly(arnine)s
tetradendron 2 7 and (b) Dendritic ~ a r b o s i l a n e . ~ ~

dendrimer is doubled. Figure 1-3 shows a dendritic po!yarnine,30~3'and a dendritic
c a r b o s i ~ a n esynthesized
~~
by the divergent approach.
Very large dendrirners have been prepared in this way, but incomplete growth
steps and side reactions usually lead to the isolation and characterization of slightly
imperfect samples.4 Divergently grown dendrimers are virtually impossible to isolate
pure fiom their side products. The 'convergent' approach was first introduced in 1989 by
~ r e c h e as
t ~ a~ response to the weaknesses of divergent syntheses. Convergent growth
begins at what will end up as the surface of the dendrimer, and works inwards by
~
the
gradually linking surface units together with more monomers (Scheme 1 - 2 1 . ~When

growing wedges are large enough, several are attached to a suitable core to give a
complete dendrimer (Scheme 1-3 ). This method has proven to be very versatile and the
aromatic polyether dendrons with their distinct funtionalities at their focal point and chain
ends have been widely used in the preparation of a broad array of functional dendritic
structures. But the convergent methodology suffers from low yieIds in the synthesis of
large structures. Dendritic wedges of higher generations encounter serious steric
problems in the reactions of their 'focal points'.
Each of these synthetic routes has advantages and disadvantages. The divergent
approach allows for the attachment on the periphery of potentially functional molecules
such as saccharides or peptides. The convergent approach offers the opportunity to
prepare "segregated" dendrimers and other interesting hybrid structures by employing the
single reactive group at the focal point (or periphery).

Convergent synthesis is

Scheme 1-2. Synthesis of polyether m o n ~ d e n d r o n s . ~ ~

Scheme 1-3. Synthesis of dendritic polyethers by convergent approach.38

preferable for studies where precisely defined structures are necessary and divergent
synthesis are preferable where large amount of materials or very large size is desired.
In 1998, Frechet reported the convergent synthesis of a new class of aliphatic
polyether dendrons using Williamson etherification ~hernistry.~'This dendrimer with an
aliphatic polyether backbone has a great potential as a result of the combination of its
inert, low absorbance building blocks, multiple reactive chain ends and uniquely
functionalized focal point. By varying their surface hnctionalities these dendrimers
might show improved biocompatibilitiy and be rendered water-soluble or water
dispersible.
Recent advances in the synthesis of low polydispersity hyperbranched polymers'0
have promoted interest in their dendrimer-like properties.

The formation of highly

branched polymers using AxB (x > 1) was first described by

lor^^^

via

polycondensation. Scheme 1-4 illustrates the manner by which hyperbranched polymers
could be created using Flory's trifunctional monomer (A2B). The characteristic features
for a hyperbranched polymers derived from A2B monomers are one w e a c t e d B
hctionality, unreacted A functionalities distributed randomly throughout the polymer
and a branching ideality below 100% (usually between 50 and 75%). The branching
ideality of 100% for perfect dendrimers cannot be achieved by control of reaction
conditions, solvent or catalyst.
The use of different monomers and different condensation reactions can yield
different degrees of branching in hyperbranched structures.

Scheme 1-5 shows the

synthesis of hyperbranched aromatic polyesters in a one step synthesis. Both the highly

Scheme 1-4. Formation of hyperbranched polymers using an A2B monomer as described
by ~ 1 0 % ~ ~

Scheme 1-5. Formation of hyperbranched aromatic polyesters.70

r
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Figure 1-4. Oligomeric examples of the three types of architectures demonstrating the
differences in branching sequences and structure: dendritic, hyperbranched
and linear polyesters.38

activated acid chloride and the acetate monomer lead to about the same degree of
branching (50-60%).~~
It has been found that polymers with a degree of branching1' (Dbr)of over ca.
60% can display some behavior more akin to dendrimers than to their linear cousins.

Although hyperbranched polymers with a Db, as high as 90% have been prepared by
stepwise polymerization techniques, they cannot be considered true dendsimers,
Hyperbranched polymers are of considerable industrial interest because of the ease of
their synthesis. However, they will never attain the degree of architectural control or
monodispersity which the stepwise synthesis of dendrimers offers to the synthetic
chemist. Figure 1-4 shows the differences in the dendritic, hyperbranched and linear
polyesters.38
The polyether wedges developed by ~ r k c h e and
t ~ ~~ a w k ehave
r ~ ~found wide use

as components of larger systems. Apart from the surface and core units that have been
used in conjunction with these dendrons, r o t a ~ a n e and
s ~ ~even ~

6 0 have
~ '

benefited from

the attachment of dendritic moieties. ~ e i j e r ~ l .successfdly
"
synthesized dendritic-linear
block copolymers by growing poly (propylene imine) dendrons from suitably
monofuntionalized low molecular weight linear polystyrene.

This was done by

employing a divergent approach. A variety of dendritic-linear block copolymers have
been synthesized by Frechet and coworkers
hydrophobic and hydrophilic

44.45

featuring both the coupling of

linear polymers to convergent polyether

based

monodendrons. They used the polyether dendrons possessing benzylic halides at their
focal point as macromolecular initiators for the metal catalyzed "living" radical
polymerization of vinylic monomers.46 The resulting copolymer, shown in Figure 1-5,

Figure 1-5. Dendritic-hear block copolymer synthesized by ~ r ~ c h e t . ~ ~

was found to exhibit well-defined dendritic-linear diblock architectures, with controlled
moIecular weights and very low polydispersities. They successhlly synthesized many
other novel functionalities dendritic-linear block copolymers in which the peripheral
"surface" of the dendritic block possesses diverse fun~tionalities.~~
Scheme 1-6 shows the
synthesis of isophthalate ester functionalized dendritic-polystyrene hybrids. All these
dendritic-linear block copolymers have been shown to exhibit interesting solution, solidstate and interfacial properties. 48
Perhaps the most striking example of the post-synthesis modification of a
dendrimer is the demonstration of the 'dendritic box' by ~ e i j e r .It~ was
~ found that a
'shell' could be formed on the surface of a poly(propy1ene imine) dendrimer by reacting
the terminal m i n e s with bulky amino acids. This shell was used for the size-specific
entrapment of guest molecules within the dendritic structure, and could later be removed
to release the guest. This particular dendritic box is not suitable for drug delivery.
However, this group is now trying to design boxes that could be opened enzymatically
and photochemically.
If one is to have ultimate control over the construction of dendrimers, then a more
versatile principle for the synthesis of involved architectures is needed. In order to
synthesize structures, methodology must allow the selective incorporation of
functionality within the dendritic structure. Since the stepwise synthesis of dendrimers
involves the repetitious alternation of a growth reaction and an activation reaction, it is
possible to create structures as shown in Figure 1-6. Frkhet has shown in a series of
publications, how the convergent approach can be utilized to control the surface'' and
internal" functionality of dendrimers. By the reaction of a wedge with large excess of

Scheme 1-6. Synthesis of isophthalate ester functionalized dendritic-polystyrene block
c~~o~~rner.~~

@

= dendron,

G2-G4

Figure 1-6. Structural varieties involving dendrimer strategies: (a) fullerene attached to a
d e n d r ~ n ; ~(b,
' c) hybrid olymers with linear and dendritic subunit^;^,^ (d,e)
arnphiphilic dendrimers. B,

monomer or with a monoprotected monomer, a half-reacted branching unit can be
generated. Another wedge can be attached to the other branch in a further step, giving a
branching unit with different functionality on each branch. This technique has been used
success~Ilyin the synthesis of mono-surface hnctionalized and internally hnctionalized
dendrirners
Functional groups can also be built in as surface groups at the beginning of a
convergent synthesis or at the end of a divergent scheme. The size, shape, surface
chemistry, flexibility, and topology can be precisely defined and controlled, and this
allows for nanoscopic tailoring. The great density of surface groups may be functionally
tailored for superstrong adhesives, chemical/biological molecule detection, catalysis of
toxic molecules, and as interaction sites with linear polymers to modify buIk/solution
properties. The interior of dendritic polymers can also be hnctionally tailored for a
variety of uses including catalysis of toxic molecules and molecular recognition, which
have been demonstrated at sites covalently bonded to the interior architecture (molecular
imprinting).
From a pharmaceutical and a medical point of view, these polymeric systems are
particularly promising because they can serve as micro- or nanoparticulate carriers for
drug deIivery systems development. In addition, because of the very large number of free
arms they can be used for immobilization of drugs, cells, enzymes or antibodies, whereby
a very high density of biological agent is attained in a very small volume. These have
significant potential to serve as models for the investigation of supramolecular biological
interactions, as well as for the study of highly ionic polymeric systems. Of particular

importance in biomedical and pharmaceutical research is their ability to act as supports
for immobiIization of bioactive agents.
The design of dendritic monomers with the applications of the final structures in
mind has been the inspiration for a wide variety of building blocks, ranging from simple
chiral units5' to liquid crystalline moieties. They are constructed from branching units
and a core. In the design of an application-based dendrimer,24.25certain moieties are
required within the structure. There are many examples of dendrimers whose
constitutions have been designed with a purpose in mind. Porphyrin cores have been
introduced into dendrimers by both convergent and divergent routes.51927
These structures
have been used to examine the effect of the dendritic microenvironrnent on the selectivity
of catalysis by the porphyrins and on the electrochemical behavior of the porphyrin.
Functional cores have also been used to study the effect of microenvironment on
chirality5' and solvatochromic

effect^.^

~ a l z a n i " demonstrated the synthesis of dendritic polynuclear metal complexes
with ruthenium atoms acting as branching points. The luminescence and redox properties
of the dendrimers were studied in an investigation of the dendrimer as a potential light
harvesting or directional energy transfer unit.52 Chemically interesting groups such as
t e t r a t h i a h ~ v a l e n e(TTF),
~~
c h ~ l e s t e r o l ,tryptophan
~~
and various saccharides5Jy55have
been successfuIly incorporated onto the surface of dendrimers, as have complexes of
ruthenium56and nickel.

'

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has been found to be an
invaluable technique in the characterization of dendrimers. Indeed, 'H and

I3cNMR

spectra of dendrimers are surprisingly simple and contain a great deal of information
about defects and impurities in their structures. Other methods, familiar to polymer
chemists, have been used extensively in the characterization of dendrimers. Electron
microscopy has been of great use in the visualization of dendrimers5' and their
aggregates2',"

and Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) has been used for the

calculation of radii of gyration, hydrodynamic radii2' and polydispersities. Low Angle
Laser Light Scattering (LALLS), Small Angle Neutron (SANS) and X-ray (SAXS).I6

Scattering techniques have met with limited use. Many results have been obtained by the
use of Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption 1 Ionisation

-

Time of Flight (MALDI-TOF)24.57

and ElectroSpray (ES)58,25
mass spectrometric methods. There are a few examples of
crystallines9 dendrimers, powder, and single crystal6' X-ray studies of dendrimers, but
these are confined to low generations and rigid, hindered molecules.

C. Fluorescence
Fluorescence has proven to be a versatile tool for a myriad of applications. It is a
powerhl technique for studying molecular interactions in analytical chemistry,
biochemistry, cell bioIogy and physiology, photochemistry and environmental science.
For polymers, fluorescence techniques have been applied in the study of a wide range of
processes such as end-to-end cyclization, micellization, diffusion within latex particles,
phase separation in polymer blends and polymerization

It has also been

extensively used to study the microenvironment of micelles6j liposomes and proteins.64.6'

These investigations were accomplished by either addition of a small molecule
fluorescent probe66 to a polymer system or by covalent attachment or incorporation of
fluorescent labels into the polymer chains.
Fluorescence measurements have been used in studying dendrimer structure in
number of ways. They provided useful information on the morphology of condensationtype dendritic polymers.67 The microenvironment inside a dendrimer has been studied by
the use of fluorescence intensity (I) and fluorescence lifetime (T) measurements.68p69
Fluorescence spectroscopy has been used to characterize the structure of starburst
dendrimers possessing an external anionic surface.

Pyrene was used as a

photoluminescence probe to sense various hydrophobic sites in the microheterogeneous
architecture offered by poly(amidoamine) starburst dendrimers possessing sodium
carboxylate surfaces.67 Many investigators have made use of different functional probes
in order to study dendritic microenvironments. These probes can either be attached
covalently to the dendritic structure, like the

photochemical^' chiral,I3 and

solvatochromic70moieties or they can be introduced as guest species. Probes are typically
discrete compounds, such as pyrene, naphthalene, anthracene and numerous other
compounds and derivatives and have photophysical responses dependent upon medium
polarity, rigidity or other properties. Use of a non-covalent probe involves equilibration
as a guest molecule within the system of study, followed by evaluation of the
photophysical response. Fluorescent probe techniques have evolved rapidly in the last
two decades from the study of microheterogenous assemblies such as micelles,
membranes and vesicles. These have also applied to the characterization of thermal and
mechanical properties of polymers7' and for the detection of hydrophobic microdomains

in aqueous solutions of amphiphilic polymers.72 The sensitivity of molecular probes to

the characteristics of their environment is the basis for the use of these chromophores and
fluorophores in the analysis of complex molecular assemblies. The optical properties that
generally reflect environmental conditions include excitation and emission wavelength,
molar absorptivity, and fluorescence quantum yield.
Spectroscopic methods have also produced information about dendritic
rnicroenvironments. PAMAM dendrimers have been shown73 to decrease

I3crelaxation

times for internal generations, suggesting that these moieties are less mobile than the
surface groups.

Rotational-Echo Double Resonance (REDOR) solid-state NMR

spectroscopy has been used28 to examine the shape of the FrCchet polyethers, and
Electron Spin Resonance ( E S R ) ~spectroscopy
~
of complexed PAMAMs has been
examined.

Computer modelingSS of dendrimers has been used extensively for the

purposes of visualization and dynamics experiments.
Photophysical measurements, particularly excimer fluorescence and quenching of
fluorescence, have often been used to study polymers in solution. Excimer formation7"s
a much-studied subject, particularly for

and for pyrene as a probe for various

processes in mice~les,'~
b i ~ a ~ e and
r s ~polymers.78
~
It has been shown7' that when a
molecule like pyrene is attached to some other species, the excimer kinetics reflect
features of the dynamics of the species to which the pyrenes are attached.
Forster and IbspergOfirst observed the emission of excimers in concentrated
solutions of pyrene in 1954. They are now known to be common to most aromatic
hydrocarbons and their

derivative^.^'

Excimers are excited state complexes which

consists of two identical species, one of which is in the excited state before the

complexation. The difference between the equilibrium geometry of the excited state
relative to the ground state produces a broad structureless band in the emission spectrum
at longer wavelength (lower energy) than the structured monomer. In 1955, Forster and

~ a s ~ efirst
r ' ~proposed a mechanism for excimer formation. This mechanism did not
consider reversibility. In later work by ~ i l l i a m s it, ~was
~ found necessary to include
reversibihty and the mechanism was modified accordingly.84185
The monomer Iexcimer
kinetics can be explained by the kinetic scheme shown in Scheme 1-7.
It is not possible to separate the effect of kFMfrom kNMor the effect of kFD from
kND,SO it is useful to define
k~ = ~

F +
M~ N M

(1-1)

k~ = ~

F +
D~ N D

(1-2)

After excitation of a ground state monomer, M, in concentrated solutions, the
formation of a new excited species, D*, occurs by the second order excited monomer to
excimer reaction and is characterized by kl [MI, where [MI is the monomer concentration
in moles I liter. The excimer can dissociate back to regenerate monomer by a first order
reaction with rate constant k-I. Both excited monomer and excimer have first order
intrinsic relaxation processes, the sum of whose rate constants is represented by kM and
kD respectively.
In concentrated solutions, excimer (D*) is formed by interaction between an
excited monomer, IM*, and the ground state species, M. Formation of D* competes
effectively with M* fluorescence and the observed luminescence is dominated by the
radiative decay of D*. The fluorescence of D* at longer wavelength is a measure of the
stabilization energy of the excimer relative to the separate M, M* pair. In a dilute

Scheme 1-7. Schematic energy levels and the rate processes associated with
monomer/excimer system.
Where

M = ground state monomer
M* = excited monomer
D* = excimer molecules
k l = the rate coefficient for the formation of excirner
k l = the rate of dissociation of excimer
kFM= fluorescence decay of M* to M
kNMare the first order non-radiative relaxation (internal quenching) of M* to M
kFD= the fluorescence decay of D* to D
kND= non-radiative decay of D* to D

solution, M* does not encounter M during its radiative lifetime and only monomer
emission is observed.
Monomer-Excimer kinetics are generally studied in terms of the Birks modelg5in
which the time dependence of the rate of excimer formation is not considered.86387Rate
coefficients for diffusion controlled processes are always time dependent.90191
~ a r t i n h o ~ ' introduced
~~'
a time dependent rate coefficient term in pyrene excimer
formation kinetics and presented a new method of analyses of time-dependent
phenomenon in excirner formation. The appearance of a transient term complicates the
data analysis, normally making it very difficult to obtain an analytical solution for decay

function^.^*'^^

For this reason, when the contribution of the transient term to the global

decay constant is small, neglecting it does not introduce large errors into the calculations
of steady-state rate coeficients from experimental data. Other

scientist^^^^^'

have also

reported the dynamics of pyrene monomer and excimer fluorescence using Birks model.
The experimental data fit the Birks kinetic model very well when the monomer and
excimer fluorescence decays profiles are analyzed separately.90
The kinetic equations for the mechanism shown in Scheme 1-7 were solved by

irks.'^ The kinetic scheme predicts that after excitation of a pyrene solution by a deltapulse, the monomer intensity decays as a sum of two exponential terms and is given by

ZM(t) a exp(-ht t) + Aexp(-hzt)
Where A = ( k +~ k1 [MI - 1 1 )1 (h2 - k~ + kl)
Or

/ ~ ( t ) = a , exp(-h~t)

+ a2 exp(-h2t)

While the excimer intensity initially increases and then decreases as a difference of two
exponential terms as

After a delta-pulse of excitation, the concentration of monomer and excimer at

time t = 0 is [M*Io and [D*Io respectively and at subsequent time t is given by [M*] and

[D*] respectively. The rates of change of [M*] and [D*]
are given by

Solving (3) and ( 4 ) and applying the initial conditions at t = 0, we obtain

The decay parameters hl and h2 can be determined from observations of the
fluorescence response functions, IM(t) and ID([). The two emissions are observed
separately through appropriate filters. Such measurements can be made using a pulse

fluorometer or phase and modulation f l u o r ~ m e t e r .The
~ ~ time delay (tL) between the
maxima of fD(t) and of the exciting light pulse 'p(t)' is given by the following equation

h l can be calculated from a semilog plot of the excirner fluorescence response

with time. h2 can be evaluated using equation (1-13 ) . The rate parameter kM,kD, k l and
k-l at a given temperature can be evaluated from the data on h l and h2 as a function of

concentration (c). The following limiting properties are useful for this purpose.

(i) As c 3 0:

(ii) As c 3 a:

(iii) At all values of c:

The lifetimes

TM

and

TD

of the M* and D* fluorescence are defined at infinite

dilution and at infinite concentration respectively, as

TM =

1 / kM (where kM= hl at c =0)

TD= 1 1 kD(where kD = hl a s c -,a)

Figure 1-7 shows the potential energy diagram of the pyrene e ~ c i r n e r . ~The
~
energy of a ground-state pyrene pair (PyPy) remains constant when they are at a distance
greater than approximately 10 A. The energy rises as they come close together and at a
distance of about 4A, (which is the equilibrium separation of excimer) the energy rises
rapidly due to occupied n: orbital repulsions. The absorption spectra of pyrene do not
show an absorption corresponding to PyPy

+

PyPy*, and PyPy* emits as a broad

structureless band. This is because the "molecule" dissociates before it can complete a
vibrational cycle and too few PyPy molecules are in a collision complex at a close
enough distance for a significant amount of Franck-Condon excitation to the excimer to
occur.

From the spectroscopic analysis of pyrene excimer emission, it has been

concluded that the "face to face" pyrene singlet excimer is favored.96 (The Gibbs free
energy associated with the excimer formation at ambient temperature is AG

z -4

kcal/mole.)
Birks et. alg5in 1963 performed the steady-state and lifetime studies of the pyrene
monomer and excimer fluorescence in cyclohexane at temperatures from 293 to 340 K.
~ t h e r s ~ "have
~ ' also reported the dynamics of pyrene monomer and excimer fluorescence
using Birks model. The formation of excimer requires diffusion of the pyrene labeled

Face To Face Excimer
--TAG=m-TAs

= -10 - 0.3(-20)
= 4 kcal/moie

(exci mer)

(monomr)

Figure 1-7. Potential energy diagram for the formation of pyrene e x ~ i r n e r . ~ ~

poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons branches. The excimer formation rate coefficient carries
information about the effect of size of the branches on their diffusion.

D. Quenching of FIuorescence
Fluorescence quenching refers to any process that reduces the lifetime of the
excited state. Quenching can be investigated by either steady state or time resolved
methods.

In steady state the change in the property of probe (typically emission

intensity) is observed as a function of quencher concentration.
measurements, changes in the emission lifetime

(t)

In time resolved

are observed with quencher

concentration. The excited probe can typically be deactivated by a number of substances
that act as quencher.
A variety of processes can result in quenching.

They include excited state

reaction, energy transfer, static quenching (complex formation) and coIlisional
quenching. The importance of each type of mechanism depends not only on the
fluorophore and quencher but also on the properties of the medium. Collision and static
quenching require contact between the fluorophore and quencher. These methods are
usehl to measure the rate of diffusion and exposure of fluorescent species to the
quencher.

Scheme 1-8 was used to analyze the steady state and time resolved

fluorescence measurements of pyrene solutions in the presence of quencher98.

Scheme 1-8. Quenching of monomer/excimer fluorescence.

Where
Q = quencher
kQM = excited monomer quenching rate constant
kgD= excimer quenching rate constant

Dynamic quenching is a process that competes with emission for depopulation of
the excited state and the fluorescence lifetime decreases in proportion to the yield. It

results in the equivalent decrease in fluorescence intensity and lifetime and can be
described by the following equations developed by s t e m - ~ o l m e r : ~ ~

Here [Q] is the quencher concentration, I. and I are the fluorescence intensities in
the absence and presence of quencher, respectively, and

TO

and z are the lifetime of the

fluorophore in the absence and presence of quencher respectively. Ksv and k, are the
Stem-Volmer and bimolecular quenching constants.
The rate constant for dynamic quenching is also given by

Where y is the quenching efficiency (for oxygen and iodine, the two quenchers
used in this study, y z 1)'0•‹ and ko is the bimolecular collision rate constant. The
bimolecular collision rate constant can be estimated from the diffusion constants of both
fluorophore and quencher using the Smoluchowski equation

ko = 4 nN1(Rf + Rq) (Df + Dq)

Where N' is Avogadros number per millimole, Rf and R, are the radii of the
fluorophore and quencher and Df and D, are the diffusion coefficients of fluorophore and
quencher.
Diffusion coefficients may be obtained from the Stokes-Einstein relation

Where k is the Boltzman constant, q is the solvent viscosity D is the diffision
coefficient and R is the collision radius.
The dynamic component of quenching is apparent when I. / 1(1-19) and zo 1 z ( 1 -

21) are equal. This was first pointed out by

eni in"' and ~ a w i l o vand
' ~ ~experimentally

shown by ~ z ~ m a n o w s The
k ~ .existence
~ ~ ~ of two modes of quenching for the same
fluorophore (dynamic and static) is revealed by positive curvature in the Stern-Volmer
plot'04*105
where the ratio of intensities I. / I is greater than the lifetime ratio zo / z. 106,100
This type of deviation from the expected linear plot can be explained by the fact that only
a certain fraction of excited states is actually quenched by the collision mechanism as
described by Stern-Volmer.

Some of the excited states are deactivated essentially

instantaneously after formation because a quencher molecule happens to be positioned in
their proximity at the time they are excited. The two most common models lOO.104 that can
be employed to describe this instantaneous, or static, quenching process are the formation
of a ground state complex between the fluorophore and the quencher and the sphere of
action quenching model.

Ground state complex model: Static quenching due to the formation of
nonfluorescent ground state complex between the fluorophore and the quencher reduces
only the yield since the lifetime of the uncornplexed fluorophore remains constant. A
modified form of the Stern-Volmer equation is used when the fluorophore can be
quenched by collision (dynamic quenching) and complex formation (static quenching)
with the same quencher.'OOHence,

I o / I = ( l +Ksv[QI )(I + K s [ Q I )
Where Ks is a static quenching constant.@

When (Io / I ) > (zo 1 z), the static component of the quenching can also be determined
from the ratio of equations (1-19 ) and (1-2 1) as."'

I o / I ) / ( T ~ / T ) 1= + K s [Q]

(1-26)

The quantity Ks is seen to reflect only the static component of the quenching.
Dynamic component of quenching is determined from the slope of the Stern-Volmer
equation ( 1- 19 ).

Sphere ofaction static quenching model: This type of quenching occurs when the
quencher molecule is adjacent to the fluorophore at the moment of excitation. The
percentage of such complexed fluorophores increases as the mole fiaction of quencher

increases in the solution. This phenomenon is frequently interpreted as a "sphere of
action" in which the probability of quenching is unity. The modified form of SternVolmer equation that describes the situation is given by the following modified form of
Stern-Volmer equation:Io4

where v is the volume of the sphere.

This quenching is usually significant when positive deviation in Stern-Vomer is
observed without ground state complex formation or when the extent of static quenching
constant is
Quenching studies provide a means to obtain information about the structure of
pyrene labeled monodendrons. The quenching of the fluorescent probe (pyrene) by iodine
and molecular oxygen has been used in the characterization of monodendrons to obtain

more detailed information on the microscopic structure and dynamics of pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons.

CHAPTER 2

Synthesis

A. Synthesis
For the photophysical studies a series of pyrene labeled poiy(ary1 ether)
monodendrons (1-6), with successive increase in size and molecular weight, were
synthesized by a modification of a literature procedure.'07 These compounds were 1-Me0-Py (I), GO-0-Py (2), GO'-0-Py (3) and GI-0-Py (4). 1-Me-0-Py was prepared by
refluxing commerciaIIy available 1-hydroxypyrene and methyl iodide in THF in the
presence of the base potassium carbonate in dry THF as shown in Scheme 2-1. Scheme
2-2 shows the synthetic approach for synthesizing GO-0-Py.

This compound was

prepared by refluxing 1-hydroxypyrene with commercially available benzyl bromide and
potassium carbonate in dry acetone.

Synthesis of GO'-0-Py and GI-0-Py were

completed in two steps each as shown in Schemes 2-3 and 2-4 respectively. The first step
in Scheme 2-3(a) shows the bromination of commercially available 3 3 dimethoxybenzy1
alcohol with carbon tetrabromide and triphenylphosphine in dry THF to give 3'5dimethoxybenzyl bromide.

The second step involves the coupling of 3'5-

dimethoxybenzyl bromide with 1-hydroxypyrene to give GO'-0-Py. Synthesis of G I - 0 Py first requires the bromination of 1-(3',5'-dibenzy1oxy)benzyl alcohol with carbon
tetrabromide and triphenylphosphine in dry THF to form 1-(3',5'-dibenzy1oxy)benzyl
bromide and then coupling of

1-(3',5'-dibenzy1oxy)benzyl

bromide with 1-

hydroxypyrene to give GI-0-Py (Scheme 2-4). The details of the reactions to give the
pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons are provided in the experimental section.

THF
OH

OCH3

1-Hydroxypyrene

Me-0-Py (1 )

Scheme 2- 1. Synthesis of 1-Me-0-Py (1).

K2C03
THF

I
OH

Benzylbromide

Scheme 2-2. Synthesis of GO-0-Py (2).
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P

3,5-Dimethoxybenzyl
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3,s-Dimethoxybenzyl
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OH

Scheme 2-3. Synthesis of G0'-O-Py (3).
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Pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons, G2-0-Py (5) and G3-0-Py (6),
used in the study were synthesized by IZileylo7using methyl 3,5-dihydroxybenzoate as the
monomer in a modification of Frechet's synthesis based on 3,5-dihydroxybenzyl
alcohol.8b The structures of all the compounds used in the study are shown in Appendix

A.

B. Characterization
All compounds were characterized using 'H-NMR spectroscopy. All 'H-NMR
spectra were obtained in CDC13. Figure 2-1 shows the 'H-NMR spectra of pyrene labeled
monodendrons. Aromatic protons of pyrene were observed in the region of 7.50-8.53
ppm. The exterior phenyl protons were found to resonate in the region of 7.26-7.48 ppm
and the interior protons in the region of 6.46-6.85 ppm. The resonance of the benzyl
protons specific to the ether linkage was observed at 5.10 ppm for interior groups and in
the region of 5.35-5.43 for exterior groups. The protons of the methoxy group were
easily distinguished at 4.15 for I -Me-0-Py (1) and 3.80 ppm for GO'-0-Py (2). Details
of the 'H-NMR spectra of the pyrene labeled monodendrons are provided in the
experimental section.

Figure 2- 1. 'H-NMR spectra of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) rnonodendrons: (a) 1-Me0-Py (1); (b) GO-0-Py (2); (c) GO'-0-Py (3)and (d) GI-0-Py (4).

CHAPTER 3
Fluorescence Studies

A. Introduction

Fluorescence measurements have been used to study dendrimer structure in a
number of ways. The microenvironment inside the dendrimer has been

by

the use of fluorescence intensity (I) and fluorescence lifetime (T) measurements. These
measurements are done either by addition of a small molecule fluorescent probe to a
polymer system or by covalent attachment of fluorescent labels to the polymer chain.
Fluorescence label techniques provide a particularly useful tool for studies of the
microscopic dynamics and conformation of polymers, 109,l 10 and pyrene is a widely used
label for such studies. 111,112 When a molecule such as pyrene is covalently attached to a
polymer, the excimer kinetics reflect the dynamics of the polymer to which the pyrene is
attached. Excimer fluorescence is a characteristic of many polycyclic hydrocarbons and
their

derivative^."^"'^

irks"

reported monomer and excimer fluorescence of

deoxygenated solutions of pyrene in cyclohexane at temperature from 293 to 340 K.
~ a r t i n h o " ' analyzed the rate parameters of pyrene solutions in benzene using Birks
kinetic scheme. In 1992, Zagrobelny et d9'reported detailed studies on the formation of
pyrene excimer in supercritical carbon dioxide. They investigated the photophysics of
pyrene as a function of temperature and fluid density using steady state and time resolved
fluorescence decay kinetics. Recently yusa12 have reported the phase behavior of a
cholesterol bearing polymethacrylate in solution by use of pyrene as fluorescence label.
Molecular dynamic simulations also provide information about dendrimer properties.

Murat et al.I3 reported the molecular dynamic study of dendrimer molecules in solvents
of varying quality.
For the photophysical studies of monodendrons, pyrene was chosen as a probe (or
energy donor in quenching) since it is an excimer-forming molecule and its properties are
well known.

Using steady state fluorescence spectroscopy, excimer and monomer

fluorescence of pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6) were examined in solvents of
different polarity and viscosity. The lifetime of excimer and monomer were determined
using time resolved laser flash photolysis. All results are compared with pyrene studied
under the similar conditions. The formation of excimer requires diffusion of the pyrene
labeled monodendrons.

Measurement of the rate of excimer formation provides

information about the effect of size of the branches on diffusion. The Birks kinetic

modeI, used to evaluate the kinetic rate parameters, has been discussed in detail in
Chapter 1. Both steady state and time resolved fluorescence provides usefil information
about excimer kinetics.

B. Steady State Fluorescence
I) Monomer Fluorescence: Steady state fluorescence of pyrene and pyrene
labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) were determined in acetonitrile (ACN),
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and cyclohexane (CH). Monomer emission was observed at right
angle (90') using very dilute solutions (1x1 0-' M) to minimize the contribution of
excimer. The details of sample preparation are described in Chapter 5. Figures 3- 1 to 3-

6 show the steady state emission spectra of pyrene and I -methoxypyrene in acetonitrile,
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Figure 3-1. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1XI0-' M solution of pyrene in ACN with
hex= 335.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3-2. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x10-' M solution of 1-methoxypyrene
in ACN with hex= 335. The 1-methoxypyrene is a representative of all of
the pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3-3. Steady-state emission spectrum of lx10-'M solution of pyrene in THF with
hex= 335.

Wavelength (nrn)
Figure 3-4. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x 10" M solution of I -methoxypyrene
in THF with hex= 335.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3-5. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x10-' M solution of pyrene in CH with
hex= 335.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3-6. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x10-'M solution of I-rnethoxypyrene
in CH with hex= 335.

THF and cyclohexane. The emission wavelength was scanned from 350 to 600 nrn with
excitation at 335 nrn. The emission spectrum of pyrene shows five sharp major vibronic

bands with hrnax at 373 nrn and is reported to be greatly effected by solvent polarity." 1Methoxypyrene differs in some respects fiom pyrene.
vibronic bands with A,,

It has three relatively broad

at 385 nm and is much less sensitive to the solvent polarity.

Absorbance spectra of pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in THF are shown in Figure 3-7 and
Figure 3-8 respectively. The average vibrational spacing in the absorbance and emission
spectra of I methoxypyrene are 1194 and 1400 cm-I respectively.

The emission

spectrum of anisole and phenol have been reported with two broad vibronic bands and
benzene with four sharp major vibronic bands.12b The average vibrational spacing in the
absorbance and emission spectra of anisole are 1025 and 1100 cm-' respectively. Also in
phenol the average vibrational spacing in the absorbance and emission spectra are 1050
and 1100 cm-I respectively. All these suggests that the differences between pyrene and
methoxypyrene may arise from the strong coupling of the vibrations of the polar C - 0
bond with internal conversion processes. The emission spectra of the other pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (2-6) are not significantly different from that of 1methoxypyrene (1). Figure 3-9 shows the emission spectrum of G2-0-Py (2) in THF.

11) Excimer FIuorescence: Excimer fluorescence was observed at front face

using concentrated solutions. The solutions were excited at 335 nm and scanned from
360 to 600nrn. The excimer emission was observed at longer wavelength as a broad
structureless band after monomer emission. Figure 3-10 shows the emission specfra of

Wavelength (nrn)
Figure 3-7. UV-Visible Absorbance spectra of 1x10" M solution of pyrene in THF.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3-8. UV-Visible Absorbance spectra of 1.05xl0~'M solution of I -rnethoxypyrene
in THF.
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Figure 3-9. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x 1O" M solution of G2-0-Py in THF with
he, = 335.

pyrene in THF at different concentrations. The monomer emission is observed at ,A

=

373 nm and excirner at 478 nm. At concentrations of 1x10'~M or less the fluorescence is
concentration independent and is composed of pure monomer fluorescence.

As the

concentration increases a decrease in the intensity of monomer and an increase in the
intensity of excimer is observed. The isoemissive point of excimer to monomer emission
for pyrene was observed at 432 nm. Figure 3-1 1 shows the emission spectra of 1methoxypyrene (1) in THF at different concentrations.

Monomer fluorescence is

observed at 385 nm and excimer at 494 nm with an isoemissive point at 441 nrn. Other
pyrene labeled monodendrons (2-5) also exhibited the monomer and excimer
fluorescence along with the isoemissive point at 441 nm.

In all pyrene labeled

rnonodendrons (1-5) excimer is observed at higher wavelengths (lower energy) than
pyrene. The G3-0-Py (6) was not soluble in appreciable amount to study excimer
emission. The solubility of all pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-5)
decreases with the increase in generation. THF ( q D= 0.575, E =7.58) is found to be a
better solvent for all generations than acetonitrile (VD

=

0.345, E =35.94) and

cyclohexane (qD= 0.975, & =2.023). Absorption spectra of dilute (containing monomer
only) and concentrated solutions (containing both monomer and excimer) of pyrene and
pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons are identical in all solvents. This indicates
that ground state dimers are not present in concentrated solutions. Excimer fluorescence
is observed in all solvents.

Pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-5) require higher

concentrations than pyrene for significant excimer formation. The emission spectra are
essentiaIIy the same in all three solvents, except the fluorescence intensities are slightly
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Figure 3-1 0. Steady-state emission spectra of pyrene in THF at different concentrations,
showing the emission of excimer: (a) 5x 1 M, (b) 5x 1oe3M, (c) 1x 1oJ M
and (d) 1x1o - M.
~ The isoemissive point is at 432 nm.
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Figure 3-1 1. Steady-state emission spectra of 1-methoxyipyrene in THF at different
concentrations, showing the emission of excirner: (a) 5x1o5 M, (b) 1x10" M
and (c) 1x10-~
M. The isoemissive point is at 44 1 nm.

Pyrene I -Me-0-4,GO-0-4, GO'-0-4, G 1-0-4,G2-0-4,

Generation of Pyrene Labeled Monodendron
Figure 3-12. Excimer to monomer fluorescence intensity ratio (ID / IM) for pyrene and
pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in tetrahydro furan (THF),
cyclohexane (CH) and acetonitrile (ACN).

higher in cyclohexane and acetonitrile than THF. The intensities of excimer emission
relative to monomer emission (ID1 IM)for pyrene labeled monodendrons were examined
in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane. (Figure 3-12). Excimer formation appears greater
in poor solvents than in good solvents. It is in the order ACN > CH > THF for all pyrene
labeled poIy(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-5). This may be due to more compact
structures in poor solvents, or by increased steric demands by the rnonodendrons in good

solvents. The amount of dendron overlap decreases with increases in soIvent quality. In
all solvents the excimer formation of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons is
markedly lower compared with pyrene. A difference is observed in the ID1 IMratio with
the increase in size of monodendrons, possibly due to restricted interaction between
pyrene groups with the increase in size of monodendrons.

C. Time resolved Fluorescence Intensity Decay

I) Monomer Fluorescence Decay: Time resolved fluorescence decay curves
were measured for pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (2-6)in
acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane. Monomer decay curves were observed using dilute
solutions where only monomer fluorescence is observed at a wavelength of 373 nrn for
pyrene and 385 nm for pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6).
Representative decays for pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in acetonitrile, THF and
cyclohexane in both intensity format and semi logarithmic format are shown in Figure 313 through Figure 3-16. The decay constant ( h = kM) was recovered from the slope of a
linear fit of the decay curve in semilogarithmic format. The lifetimes

(t =

llh) were
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Figure 3-1 3. Fluorescence decay of 1x10-~
M pyrene monomer in THF.
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Figure 3- 14. Semilogarithmic form of fluorescence decay of 1x 1o - M
in THF.
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Figure 3-1 5. Fluorescence decay of 1x1 0-7M 1-methoxypyrene in THF.
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Figure 3- 16. Semilogarithmic form of fluorescence decay of 1x1 o - M
in THF.

Table 3- 1. Lifetimes of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons
(monomer) in ACN, THF and CH.
THF
CH
ACN
Compound
.r; (ns)
.r; (ns)
(ns>
28 1.69
377.64
48 1.46
Pyrene
20.69
22.76
25.08
1-Me-0-Py (1)
20.72
22.80
25.12
GO-0-Py (2)
22.85
20.73
25.30
GO'-0-Py (3)
20.8 1
22.94
25.5 1
GI-0-Py (4)
23.15
20.95
25.65
G2-0-Py (5)
23.02
2 1.49
25.72
G3-0-Py (6)

Table 3-2. Lifetimes of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons
(excimer) in ACN, THF and CH.
THF
ACN
CH
Compound
ms)
z(ns>
~(ns)
57.14
63.07
73.8
Pyrene
38.46
46.62
1-Me-0-Py (1)
48.28
48.6
41.21
GO-0-Py (2)
49.75
44.67
52.18
52.57
GO'-0-Py (3)
---a
47.84
52.89
GI-0-Py (4)
---a
-- -a
53.4
G2-0-Py (5)
a. Compound was not soluble enough to obtain the excimer lifetime.

obtained by taking the inverse of the decay constant. The lifetime of pyrene and pyrene
labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane are
reported in Table 3- 1. The pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) have a
significantly shorter lifetime than pyrene and their lifetimes do not change significantly
with increase in the size of monodendrons. Their lifetimes show a slight decrease with
increase in solvent polarity, from 25.4 ns in cyclohexane to 20.8 nsec in acetonitrile.
Pyrene monomer shows a significant decrease in lifetime with increase in
solvent polarity the lifetime decreases from 480 ns in cyclohexane to 280 ns in
acetonitrile.

11) Excimer Fluorescence Decay: Time resolved fluorescence decay of excimer
was measured using concentrated solutions of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons
(1-5). These measurements were done in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane. The G3-0Py (6) was not soluble enough to study excimer fluorescence decay.

Excimer

fluorescence decay was observed at 540 nrn for pyrene and at 550 nrn for pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-5). These wavelengths were selected to observe the
decay of excimer fluorescence while excluding monomer fluorescence decay. The decay
curves of pyrene and I-methoxypyrene (1) in THF, in intensity and semi logarithmic
format are shown in Figures 3-17 through 3-20. The excimer decay curves show a rise
time before decay. The rise time is characteristic of excimer and is not observed in
monomer decay. The decay constant of excimer ( h = kD) was obtained from the slope of
the linear fit of the decay curve in logarithmic format.

Table 3-2 shows the
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Figure 3- 17. Fluorescence decay of 1x 1o-? M pyrene in THF.
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Figure 3-1 8. Semilogarithmic form of fluorescence decay of 1x 10-2M pyrene in THF.

Figure 3- 19. Fluorescence decay of 5x 1

M 1-rnethoxypyrene in THF.
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Figure 3-20. Semilogarithmic form of fluorescence decay of 5x10.~M 1-methoxypyrene in
THF.

lifetime (T

=

11 h) of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-5)

excimers in different solvents. It is observed that pyrene labeled monodendron (1-5)
excimers have a significantly longer lifetime than their monomer while pyrene excimer
has a significantly shorter lifetime than the monomer.

D. Kinetics of Excimer Fluorescence
Excimer kinetics were determined using the method of Birk's as described earlier
in Chapter 1. Rate parameters were determined for pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1
ether) monodendrons (1-5) in acetoriitrile THF and cyclohexane. To measure the rate
parameters, time resolved fluorescence decay curves were measured for pyrene and
pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-5) with a successive decrease in concentration from
5x10-~to 1x10-~M. The decay curves of monomer and excimer fluorescence were
analyzed as described earlier to give the Birks parameters h l and h2. The decay constant
hl was determined from the slope of the decay curve in logarithmic format while h2 was

calculated using equation 1-13 (Chapter 1). The variations of decay constant hl and hz
versus concentration [c] for pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in acetonitrile, THF and
cyclohexane are shown in Figures 3- 21 through 3-26. The rate parameters kM,kD, kl and
k-, were calculated from the data on hl and h;!as a function of concentration and using the
limiting properties of hl and h2 as mentioned previously in Chapter 1.

These rate

constants in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane are reported in Tables 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5
respectively. For pyrene and pyrene labeled poly (aryl ether) monodendrons the rates
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Figure 3-21. Variation of h, (a) and h, (b) with concentration for pyrene in ACN.
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Figure 3-22. Variation of h, (a) and h, (b) with concentration for 1-methoxypyrene in ACN.
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Figure 3-23. Variation of h, (a) and h, (b) with concentration for pyrene in THF.
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Figure 3-24. Variation of h, (a) and h, (b) with concentration for I-methoxypyrene in THF.
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Figure 3-25. Variation of h, (a) and h, (b) with concentration for pyrene in CH.
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Figure 3-26. Variation of h, (a) and h, (b) with concentration for 1-methoxypyrene in CH.

Table 3-3. Excimer kinetics of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)monodendrons
in ACN.

Table 3-4. Excimer kinetics of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)monodendrons
in THF.

- - - -- - -

G2-O-Py (5)
G3-O-Py (6)

4.32 x107
4.34 x10'

1.87 x10'

---a

1.85 x1 o9

---a

5.57 x 1o6

---a

Table 3-5. Excimer kinetics of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)monodendrons
in CH.

a. Compound was not soluble enough to obtain the data.

Excited-state equilibrium constant (K) for pyrene and pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in ACN, THF and CH.
ACN
THF
CH
K (M-')
Compound
K (M-I)
K (M-')
2.20 x 1 o3
Pyrene
1 . 5 5 10'
~
3.60 xlo3
3.37x102
3.60 xlo2
1-Me-0-Py (1)
3 . 6 4 1~o2
3.24 xlo2
3.36 xlo2
GO-0-Py (2)
3.73x102
3.20 xlo2
GO'-0-Py (3)
3.33 xloL
3.75~
lo2
a
--3.20 x lo2
3.34 xlo2
GI -0-Py (4)
---a
---a
G2-0-Py (5)
3.32 x102
a. Compound was not soluble enough to get the data.
Table 3-6.

Table 3-7. Gibbs free energy (AG) for pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane.
THF
ACN
CH
Compound
AG
AG
AG
(kcallmole)
(kcallmole)
(kcallmole)
Pyrene
-4.35 X ~ O ~ -4.56 x 1 o3
-4.85 x m 3
I -Me-0-Py (1)
-3.45 X I O ~
-3.48 xlo3
-3.49 X I O ~
GO-0-PY (2)
-3 -42 x 1o3
-3.44 ~ 1 0 ~ -3.51 x103
GO7-0-Py (3)
-3.41 xlo3
-3.44 X I O ~
-3.51 X I O ~
---a
GI-0-PY (4)
-3.41 ~ 1 0 ~ -3.44 ~ 1 0 ~
a
-----a
G2-0-Py (5)
-3.41 ~ 1 0 ~
a. Compound was not soluble enough to get the data.

of excimer formation (kl) and dissociation ( k l ) are significantly higher in acetonitrile

than cyclohexane and THF due to lower viscosity of the latter solvent. The excited state
equilibrium constant (K= k l / k l ) was also calculated and is given in Table 3-6. Fyrene
and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons show a slight decrease in K in the
order CH > THF > ACN. This change is more significant in pyrene than poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons. The Gibbs free energies (AG) associated with the excimer formation were
calculated for pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-5) in acetonitrile, THF and
cycIohexane at room temperature and are reported in Table 3-7. The results suggests
that the formation of exchner is favorable at room temperature and AG E -4.6 kcallmole
for pyrene and -3.5 kcallmole for pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-5).

E. Conclusion
Excimer formation was observed in all solvents. No evidence was observed for
the formation of ground-state pyrene dimers in any solvent. The results of this work
provide detailed insight into the kinetics of excimer formation in acetonitrile, THF and
cyclohexane. No transient effects were observed in the fluorescence decay of pyrene or
pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6). First-order rate constants are obtained in the time
resolved fluorescence decay curve analysis. The combined steady-state and time resolved
fluorescence decay experiments indicate that the formation of pyrene excimer is
completely diffusion controlled and occurs only in excited state. Steady-state results
show that the excimer to monomer emission decreases with increase in size of
monodendrons. This is expected with the decrease in difhsion and by the significant

decrease in the frequency of encounters such that the overall excimer formation tends to
decrease. This is supported by the decrease in the value of kl with the increase in size of
monodendrons (1-6). Time resolved fluorescence studies indicate that the rate of excimer
formation increases and the lifetime decreases with the increase in solvent polarity. The
excited state equilibrium constants (K= k ~ k - 1 slightly
)
decrease with the increase in size
of poly(aryl ether) monodendrons. The AG values do not change significantly with the
increase in size of monodendrons suggesting that the energetics (AG) of excimer
formation are unaffected by the size of dendrimer.

CHAPTER 4

Quenching of Fluorescence

A. Introduction
Fluorescence quenching is widely studied both as a fundamental phenomenon and
in the application of fluorescence to chemical and biochemical problems. It provides
valuable information about the structure and dynamics of proteins and receptors. 119,120 It
is widely used for characterization of the behavior of chain molecules in solution. Frank
et a ~ . ' ~investigated
'
the chain segmental density and diffusion properties of arborescent
polystyrenes by labeling the polymers with pyrene and observing their quenching
behavior using nitrobenzene as a quencher. Their results indicated that the segmental
density of aborescent polystyrene was significantly higher than for linear polystyrene.

The apparent diffusion coefficient of nitrobenzene was significantly lower in solution of
the arborescent polystyrene than for the linear polystyrene, indicating restricted mobility
of the quencher in the arborescent samples. ~ o ~ i d reported
a s ~ ~ the electron transfer
quenching of photoexcited ~ u ( ~ h e n ) 3by~ +methyl viologen and ferrocyanide ion as
quencher.

They monitored the luminescence decay of excited complex in solution

containing various anionic micelles and anionic starburst dendrimers. Their analysis of
the kinetics of luminescence quenching revealed similarities between starburst dendrimer
and anionic micelles.
Fluorescence quenching involves deactivation of the excited state with a quencher
molecule. A variety of substances can act as quenchers of fluorescence. One of the best
known efficient collisional quenchers is molecular oxygen.'22 It is known to quench most
of the aromatic hydrocarbons.'23 The data indicate that quenching by oxygen is a

diffusion controlled process in which virtually every collision with the excited
fluorophore is effective in quenching. (The quenching efficiency approaches - 1.00)
The fluorescence quenching of organic fluorophores by heavy atoms is
another topic that has gained much attention. 124,125 Heavy atoms may be attached to the
fluorescent molecule (internal heavy atom effect) or added to the fluorescent molecule
(external heavy atom effect). ~ a r t i n h reported
o~~
the quenching of pyrene monomer and
excimer fluorescence using iodine, iodoform and iodomethane as quenchers. The studies
were done in different solvents and quenching rate constants were determined. The
quenching rates were found to be higher than the values predicted by the theory of totally
difhsion controlled reactions. This indicated that quenching occurred at larger distances
than the encounter radius.
The heavy atom quenching process is known to be primarily collisional by the
formation of a non-fluorescent complex and is explained by Stern-Volmer relationship.

A positive deviation from linearity is sometimes observed in the Stern-Volmer plot due to
the presence of a static component in the quenching.

Details of the Stern-VoImer

analysis are reported in Chapter 1.
Fluorescence studies by intensity and lifetime measurements have proven useful
in gaining insight into the structure of dendrimers in solution. Quenching studies can be
used as a tool to understand more about the structure and dynamics of pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons. The quenching of dilute and concentrated solutions of
pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons fluorescence were observed in
different solvents by measurement of emission spectra and fluorescence lifetimes in the
presence of iodine and oxygen as quenchers. UV-visible absorption spectra of these

compounds in the presence of quencher were also examined. Results of both iodine and
oxygen quenching experiments will help explain the structure of monodendrons in
solution. Comparison of fluorescence and quenching of fluorescence of pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons with pyrene was carried out in order to determine the
effect of size of monodendrons with increase in generation, so their structural differences

with the increase in size of monodendrons and permeability in solution can be explained.

B. Iodine Quenching
I) Quenching of Monomer Fluorescence: Quenching of pyrene monomer
fluorescence by iodine was observed in 1x10-~M solutions of pyrene and pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane by steady state
(intensity)

and

dynamic

(fluorescence

lifetime)

measurements.

Steady-state

measurements were performed by monitoring the change in the intensities of the emission
spectra of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons with the addition of quencher. The
emission spectra containing a quencher maintain their shape but show a decrease in
intensity of monomer emission with the increase in quencher concentration. Figures 4-1
and 4-2 show the emission spectra of dilute solutions of pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in

THF at different quencher concentrations.

The quenching behavior of the pyrene

compounds was further investigated by measuring the fluorescence intensity decay at
different iodine concentrations.

Single exponential decays were observed with the

addition of iodine and the fluorescence lifetimes decreased with iodine addition for
pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6). Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the variation
of the decay constants of pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in THF with increase in iodine
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Figure 4-1. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x10" M pyrene in THF at different
iodine concentrations: (a) 0.00 mM; (b) 0.29 mM and (c) 0.73 mM.
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Figure 4-2. Steady-state emission spectrum of 1x1o - M
~ 1-methoxypyrene in THF
at different iodine concentrations: (a) 0.00 mM; (b) 0.29 mM and (c) 0.73 rnM.
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Figure 4-3. Variation of decay constant (1,)
of 1x 10" M pyrene in THF versus iodine
concentration.
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Figure 4-4. Variation of decay constant (1,)
of lx10-' M 1-rnethoxypyrene in THF versus
iodine concentration.

concentration. The effect of iodine concentration on the fluorescence intensity and
lifetime of the monodendrons in different solvents was analyzed by the Stern-Volmer
method.99 Figure 4-5 through 4-7 show the Stern-Volmer plots (in intensity and lifetime
measurement) for pyrene in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane. The linear dependence
of T, 1 T and quadratic dependence of I, 1 I on iodine concentration indicated the presence
of both dynamic and static quenching in acetonitrile and THF. 1049105In cyclohexane, only
a slight deviation from linearity was observed in the Stern-Volmer plot by intensity
measurements. This suggested that, in cyclohexane, the contribution of static quenching
is negligible and only dynamic quenching occurred from iodine. Figures 4-8 through 413 show the Stern-Volmer plots by intensity measurements and lifetime measurements
for pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in acetonitrile, THF and
cyclohexane respectively. As with pyrene, a positive deviations in the Stern-Volmer
intensity plots were observed for pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6). In cyclohexane, a
linear Stern-Volmer plot was observed for all pyrene labeled monodendrons.

This

indicated that in CH, the fluorophores (pyrene labeled monodendrons) obey the SternVolmer equation and quenching by iodine is essentially dynamic. A linear Stern-Volmer
plot is generally indicative of a single class of fluorophores, all equally accessible to
quencher. The proportional decrease in fluorescence lifetime with quencher indicates
that the observed quenching is due to a diffusional process. Static quenching results from
ground-state association between the fluorophore and the quencher such that the
associated fluorophores no longer fluoresce. The lifetime measurements are not affected
by the formation of ground-state associations because the fluorophores that are not
associated with quencher emit normally with the same lifetime as in the absence of

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-5. Stern-Volmer plots for 1x10" M pyrene in ACN: (a) Intensity and
(b) lifetime quenching ratio by iodine.

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-6. Stern-Volrner plots for 1x10-~
M pyrene in THF: (a) Intensity and
(b) lifetime quenching ratio by iodine.
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Figure 4-7. Stern-Volmer plots for 1x10-' M pyrene in CH: (a) Intensity and
(b) lifetime quenching ratio by iodine.
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Iodine (M)
Figure 4-8. Stern-Volmer plots (intensity quenching ratio) for 1 x 1 0 ~
M~pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in ACN for iodine quenching.

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-9. Stern-Volmer plots (lifetime quenching ratio) for 1x10-~M pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in ACN for iodine quenching.
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Figure 4- 10. Stern-Volmer plots (intensity quenching ratio) for 1x 1o - M
~ pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in THF for iodine quenching.
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Iodine (M)
Figure

1. Stern-Volmer plots (lifetime quenching ratio) for 1x10-~M pyrene labele
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in THF for iodine quenching.

Iodine (M)
Figure 4- 12. Stem-Volmer plots (intensity quenching ratio) for 1x lo-' M pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in CH for iodine quenching.

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-13. Stem-Volmer plots (lifetime quenching ratio) for 1x10-' M pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in CH far iodine quenching.

quencher. Dynamic quenching constants (Ksv) for pyrene labeled monodendrons in
different solvents were determined from the slope of the Stern-Volmer plot of r, /

T

against quencher concentration and are reported in Table 4-1.
By knowing the lifetime of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons in the
absence of quencher (Table 3-1) the bimolecular quenching (kOM)constants for pyrene

and pyrene labeled monodendrons monomer were determined in different solvents and
are reported in Table 4-2.
If both intensity (I, / I) and lifetime (T, / r) data are available for the same
quencher then the static quenching constant (Ks) can be calculated from the slope of the
plot of (I, / I) / (T, / T) versus quencher concentration. (This procedure is discussed in
Chapter 1) Figures 4-14 and 4-15 show separation of the static and dynamic quenching
constants of pyrene and I-methoxypyrene by iodine in THF. The static quenching rate
constants obtained for pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons in different solvents are
reported in Table 4-3.
Iodine is both a static and dynamic quencher in polar solvents like acetonitrile and

THF, while in non-polar cyclohexane it is a dynamic quencher. The strong dependence
of static quenching component on solvent polarity suggests that static quenching occurs
by charge-transfer interaction. This interaction may be the formation of a charge transfer
compIex with the pyrene compounds or by a sphere of action mechanism. Iodine is

known to form a charge transfer complex with solvents which can donate x-electrons
effectively. In resonance terms the complex can be described as S---I2

t,

S+ 12- with

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-14. Separation of the static and dynamic quenching constant of 1x10-'M pyrene
in THF. Static quenching constant (KJ is obtained from the slope.

Iodine (M)
Figure 4- 15. Separation of the static and dynamic quenching constant of 1x 10-'M
1 -methoxypyrene in THF. Static quenching constant (K,) is obtained from
the slope.

Table 4-1. Dynamic quenching rate constants (Ksv) for 1x10-~M pyrene and pyrene
labeled p l y (aryl ether) monodendrons (1-6) in ACN, THF and CH for

Table 4-2. Bimolecular quenching rate constants ( k M )for 1x IF' M pyrene and pyrene
labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in ACN, THF and CH for iodine
quenching.
ACN
THF
CH
Compound
-I 1
kQM(M-I S-')
kM
(M-'
S-l)
kQM(M S - )
1.91~10'~
Pyrene
9.89 x1oY
8.45 x loy
1.73 x 10"
7.68 x10"
1-Me-0-P (1)
1.38 x10"
4.14 x10"
1.45 xlo10
1.20 xlO1•‹
GO-0-P 12)

Table 4-3. Static quenching rate constants (Ks) for 1x10-~M pyrene and pyrene labeled
poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in ACN, THF and CH for iodine

a. Concentration of iodine present in solution.

the non-polar form predominating. In the presence of solvents that are strong electron
donors, the following real reaction occurs:'26
212 + S

+

S12 + [IS'][I~']

In solvents which are poor electron pair donors the S--I2 interaction is extremely
weak and scarely perturbs the

I2

molecule. 126,127 Evidence for complex formation was

obtained from the changes in the absorption spectra of pyrene and pyrene labeled
rnonodendrons in polar solvents. Figures 4-16 through 4-1 8 show the UV spectra of
iodine in acetonitrile and cyclohexane.

In acetonitrile, three absorption bands were

observed. Absorption at 458nm is the characteristic absorption of iodine and while
absorption at 36211x1 and 290 nrn indicated the formation of charge-transfer complex with
acetonitrile 128,129 which is a very good electron pair donor solvent.

In THF, two

absorption bands were observed. The iodine absorption band is at 446nm and the charge
transfer complex at 365nm. In cyclohexane, only the absorption of iodine at 520nm was
observed. This suggests that the solvent polarity is responsible in the formation of
ground state complex with iodine. In polar solvents, the intensity of absorption bands of
pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons was significantly increased with the successive
addition of iodine. Figure 4-19 through Figure 4-24 show the absorption spectra of
pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane at different quencher
concentrations.

All these studies suggests that in acetonitrile and THF combined,

dynamic and static quenching are present and the cause of static quenching might be the
charge transfer interaction between quencher and fluorophore. These studies were not
done in fiirther detail so the exact nature of charge transfer-complex in polar solvents was
not clearly established.

400
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Figure 4-16. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 0.735 m M iodine in ACN.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4-17. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 0.735 mM iodine in THF.
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Figure 4-1 8. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 0.56 mM iodine in CH.

600

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4- 19. W-Visible absorbance spectra of 1x 10-6M pyrene in ACN containing
iodine: (a) 0 mM; (b) 0.735 rnM; (c) 1.47 mM; (d) 2.21 mM; (e) 2.94 rnM
and (f) 3.67 mM.

Wavelength (nrn)
Figure 4-20. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 1x 1o - M
~ 1-methoxypyrene in ACN
containing iodine: (a) 0 mM and (b) 0.735 mM.

Wavelength (nm)
~ pyrene in THF containing
Figure 4-2 1. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 1x 1o - M
iodine: (a) 0 mM; (b) 0.147 mM; (c) 0.294 mM and (d) 0.735 mM.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4-22. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 1x 1o4 M I -rnethoxypyrene in THF
containing iodine: (a) 0 mM; (b) 0.147 mM and (c) 0.735 mM.

Wavelength (nrn)

Figure 4-23. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 1x1W7M pyrene in CH containing
iodine: (a) 0 mM; (b) 0.294 mM; (c) 0.735 m M; (d) 1.47 mM;
(e) 2.206 rnM and ( f ) 2.94 mM.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4-24. UV-Visible absorbance spectra of 1x 1od M 1-methoxypyrene in CH
containing iodine: (a) 0 rnM; (b) 0.735 rnM and (c) 1.47 mM.

11) Quenching of Excimer Fluorescence: The effect of quenchers on the

intensity of excimer emission and the excimer lifetime was observed in 0.01 M pyrene
and 0.05 M pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons solutions.

Quenching of

excimer fluorescence was determined by examining the fluorescence intensity and
fluorescence intensity decay as a function of iodine concentration in acetonitrile, THF
and cyclohexane. The emission spectra of excimer maintain their shape but displayed a
decrease in intensity of monomer and excimer fluorescence with an increase in quencher
concentration. This decrease in intensity is shown in Figures 4-25 and 4-26 for pyrene
and I-methoxypyrene in THF. Figure 4-27 shows the decrease in the ratio of excimer
and monomer emission with the increase in quencher concentration.

The fluorescence intensity decays (A) of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendron
excimers in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane were determined at different iodine
concentrations. Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-29 shows the variation of the decay constant
with the increase in quencher concentration for pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene.

The

excirner fluorescence quenching rate constants (kQo) were determined from the StemVolmer plot and are reported in Table 4-4.
Quenching of excimer, like monomer quenching, decreased with a decrease in
solvent polarity and an increase in the size of the monodendrons.

When excimer

quenching rate constants (kQo) were compared with monomer quenching rate constants
(kQM),the results were interesting. Pyrene excimer has a significantly shorter lifetime
than its monomer. and the excimer quenches faster than the monomer in all solvents. On

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4-25. Emission spectra of 1x10'~M pyrene in THF containing iodine: (a) 0.0 mM;
(b) 0.29 mM; (c) 0.88 rnM and (d) 2.20 mM.

8x 1om6

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4-26. Emission spectra of 5x 1oS2M 1methoxypyrene in THF containing iodine:
(a) 0.0 mM; (b) 0.29 mM; (c) 0.88 mM and (d) 2.20 mM.

1

-0-

Pyrene

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-27. Change in the ratio of the intensity of excimer and monomer emission (I, / I,)
with iodine concentration for pyrene (lx10-~M) and pyrene labeled poly
(aryl ether) monodendrons (5x1 M) in THF.
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Figure 4-28. Stem-Volmer plot for 0.01 M pyrene excimer in THF containing iodine.

Iodine (M)
Figure 4-29. Stem-Volmer plot for 0.05 M 1-methoxypyrene excimer in THF containing
iodine.

TabIe 4-4. Excirner fluorescence quenching rate constant (kQD) for pyrene and pyrene
labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in ACN, THF and CH for iodine

a. Concentration of iodine present in solution.
b. Compound was not soluble in appreciable amount to get the data.

the other hand, pyrene labeled monodendron monomers have a shorter lifetime than their
excimers and have a faster quenching rate than their excimer. This difference is
more obvious in acetonitrile, where pyrene labeled monodendron monomers have a

significantly shorter lifetime than in cyclohexane and THF and have significantly higher
quenching rates.

C. Oxygen Quenching
I) Quenching of Monomer Fluorescence: Molecular oxygen is known to be an
efficient quencher of aromatic hydrocarbons. Quenching of fluorescence was observed
for pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons in acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane by
saturating the sample by bubbling with air for 15 minutes. The lifetimes of air saturated
samples of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons were determined by measurement
of their fluorescence intensity decay. The monomer quenching rate constants (kqM) were
determined from the Stern-Volmer equation by using the lifetime in the presence and
absence of quencher along with the concentration of oxygen used. The concentrations of
oxygen in air saturated solvents were taken from the 1 i t e r a t ~ r e . l The
~ ~ quenching rate
constants are reported in Table 4-5.
From the results, it appears that like iodine quenching, quenching by oxygen
changes with solvent viscosity. Quenching by oxygen is in order ACN > THF > CH.
The decrease in the quenching rate constants with the increase in size of the
monodendrons suggests that oxygen is blocked or shielded from the pyrene moiety and
is less effective in quenching. This shielding might be a result of the folded dendrimer
structures in solution or due to their slow diffhion in the solvent. Other published

Table 4-5. Monomer fluorescence quenching rate constants ( k Q ~for
) pyrene and pyrene
labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in ACN, THF and CH for
oxygen quenching.
[O2Ia= 1.9 mM
[02Ia = 1.5 mM
[02Ia = 2.4 mM
Compound
ACN
THF
CH
kOM(M-I S-I)
~ Q M
(M-I s")
kOM(M-I S-I)
Pyrene
4.15 x10"
2.87 x10"
2.80 x10"
1-Me-0-P (1)
4.03 x10"
2.72 x10"
2.68 x 10"
3.95 x10'O
GO-0-P (2)
2.67 x10"
2.59 x 10"
GO'-0-P (3)
2.64 x 10"
3.90 x 10"
2.46 x 10"
G 1-0-P (4)
2.45 x 10"
3.61 x10"
2.35 ~ 1 0 ' ~
3.25 xlO1•‹
G2-0-P (5)
2.27 xl0"
2.06 x 10''
G3-0-P (6)
1.84 x 10"
2.11 ~ 1 0 ' ~
2.98 x10"
a. Concentration of
used in determining the quenching rate constants for air
saturated solutions in ACN, THF and CH.

Table 4-6. Excimer fluorescence quenching rate constants (kgM) for pyrene and pyrene
labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) solutions in ACN, THF and
CH for oxygen quenching.
[ 0 2 J a = 1.9 mM
[02Ia = 1.5 mM
[021a = 2.4 mM
Compound
ACN
THF
CH
~ Q (M-I
D
S-I)
~ Q D
(M-' s")
koD (M-I s-I)
3 . 4 0 10"
~
Pyrene
2.86 x10"
2.35 x1o1O
1-Me-0-P (1)
3.33 ~ 1 0 ' ~
2.84 x10"
2.31 x1oT0
GO-0-P (2)
3.28 x10"
2.81 xlO1•‹
2.33 x10"
GO'-0-P (3)
3.23 ~ 1 0 ' ~
2.78 xlO1•‹
2.32 x10'O
-- b
G 1-0-P (4)
3.19 x10"
2.33 xlO1•‹
b
----- b
G2-0-P (5)
2.27 x 10"
a. Concentration of oxygen used in determining the quenching rate constants for air
saturated solutions in ACN, THF and CH. (Murov, S. L 1993).
b. Compound was not soluble enough to get the data.

studies show quenching by oxygen is a difision-controlled process in which every
collision with the excited fluorophore is effective in quenching. This will be discussed
later in detail while comparing the quenching efficiency of iodine and oxygen in
different solvents.

11) Quenching of Excimer Fluorescence: Quenching of excimer fluorescence

was determined from measurement of the fluorescence intensity decay of air saturated
solutions of 0.01 M pyrene and 0.05 M pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons in
acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane. The excimer quenching rate constants ( k Q ~were
)
determined from Stem-Volmer analysis and are reported in Table 4-6.
The excimers have lower quenching rates (kQD) than the monomers (kQM),except
for the pyrene labeled monodendrons in THF. The same decrease of the quenching rate
is observed with increase in size of the monodendrons and change in polarity of the
solvent as observed for monomer. The quenching by oxygen is in the order ACN > THF
> CH and decreases with the increase in size of monodendrons (1-5).

D. Comparison of Iodine and Oxygen Quenching
The quenching studies by iodine and oxygen have revealed that the quenching
efficiency of both iodine and oxygen is affected by solvent polarity and size of the
monodendrons. It increased with increases in solvent polarity and decreased with the
increases in size of the monodendrons. Iodine quenching seems to be affected more by

the polarity of solvent. This is expected since I2 quenching appears to have some charge
transfer c ~ r n ~ o n e n t . ' ~Both
' - ' ~iodine
~
and oxygen are known to be efficient quenchers of
many f l u o r ~ ~ h o r e s . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Figures 4-30 and Figure 4-3 1 show the fluorescence decay (in logarithmic format) of
dilute solutions of pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene in THF quenched by 1.5 15 m M iodine
and 1.5 mM oxygen. Faster decay was observed for the air-saturated sample containing
oxygen. In Figure 4-32 and 4-33 the fluorescence decay of concentrated solutions of
pyrene and I methoxypyrene in THF is compared with the fluorescence decay quenched
by iodine and oxygen.

Oxygen has a greater quenching rate than iodine both in

concentrated and dilute solutions of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons in
acetonitrile, THF and cyclohexane.
The quenching rates of iodine and oxygen decrease with increase in size of the
monodendrons. This decrease in the quenching rate constant with the increase in size of
monodendrons using iodine and oxygen as quencher indicates reduced permeability of
quencher to the fluorophore.

This difference was more significant for the iodine

quenching. The iodine quenching includes a polar component in polar solvents that leads
to increased rates and static quenching.

The relative increase in

bM
(compared

to

cyclohexane) and the static component in polar solvents tends to decrease with increasing
molecular weight. This suggests that the larger rnonodendrons are beginning to change
the polarity of the solvent environment in the vicinity of pyrene.
Table 4-7 shows the observed diffusion coefficients (D,,) of the pyrene labeled
monodendrons in acetonitrile and THF measured at room temperature by the pulsed-
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Figure 4-30. Fluorescence decay of lxlo-' M pyrene in THF containing quencher: (a) Iodine
= 1.5 15 m M and (b) oxygen = 1.5 mM.

Time (ns)
Figure 4-3 1. Fluorescence decay of 1x 1O"M 1-rnethoxypyrene in THF containing quencher:
(a) Iodine = 1.5 15 mM and (b) oxygen = 1.5 mM.

Time (ns)
Figure 4-32. Fluorescence decay of 0.01 M pyrene in THF containing quencher: (a) no
quencher; (b) Iodine = 1.5 15 mM and (c) oxygen = 1.5 nzM.
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Figure 4-33. Fluorescence decay of 0.05 M I-methoxypyrene in THF containing quencher:
(a) no quencher; (b) Iodine = 1.5 15 rnM and (c) oxygen = 1.5 mM.

field-gradient NMR (PFG NMR) technique. The diffusion of G3-0-Py is 2.0 times lower
than for 1-methoxypyrene in acetonitrile and 1.7 times in THF. From the observed
diffusion coefficient values, the radii (R) of pyrene labeled monodendrons were

calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation (1-24) and are given in Table 4-7 along
with the radii calculated from the models. The observed radii in both acetonitrile and

THF are significantly smaller than those predicted for the h l l y extended models (F&).
The o b s e ~ e dradii are not much different for pyrene IabeIed monodendrons (1-6) but
there is a significant difference for G3-0-Py in acetonitrile and THF. THF is a better
solvent as compared to acetonitrile. This points at a structura1 difference due to solvation
so G3-0-Py is more extended in THF than in acetonitrile. Figure 4-34 and 4-35 show the
plots of experimental radii

(Rexp) versus molecular weight (MW) of pyrene labeled

poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in acetonitrile and THF respectively. The data
seems to fit a power regression, with an exponent of 0.32 in acetonitrile and 0.58 in THF.
The radii calculated for the fully extended models (It&,

show an increase of 2.9 A with

the addition of a new generation from GO-0-Py to G3-0-Py, and the plot of calculated
radii (l&)

versus molecular weight (MW) seems to fit the logarithmic regression. This

suggests that the monodendrons are not h l l y extended in solution and some back folding
is present. Thus an apparent increase in density and reduced permeability with increasing
generation number was observed.
Table 4-8 and 4-9 report the diffusion coefficients of quenchers (iodine and oxygen)
and their relative viscosities in acetonitrile and THF respectively, calculated using the
Smoluchowski equationloo (1-23). The interaction radius (&) of the quenching event
between iodine and pyrene was taken to be 5.9

A98 and for oxygen and pyrene was 4.48
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Figure 4-34. The power regression fit of Rex,,vs MW. of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons (1-6) in ACN.
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Figure 4-35. The power regression fit of Rex,,vs MW of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons (1-6) in THF.
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Figure 4-36 The Iogarithmic regression fit of RcdCvs MW. of pyrene labeIed poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons (1-6).

A.64 The diffusion coefficient of both quenchers decreased and the relative viscosities
increased with an increase in the size of monodendrons in acetonitrile and THF.
However, the relative viscocities for I2 and

0 2

in acetonitrile are significantly different

than in THF. In THF the relative viscocities of I2 and

0 2

are almost identical. This

suggests that for I2 in acetonitrile, there is an electron transfer mechanism for the
quenching and as the monodendrons increase in size the polarity of the local solvent
environment decreases and this electron transfer mechanism becomes less favorable. In
THF, the quenching rate constants for iodine quenching were significantly smaller than
oxygen (Table 4-9).

One probable reason for this difference might be the size of

quencher. Quenching requires the actual collision of quencher with the fluorophore.
Iodine is a big molecule and diffuses slowly. The smaller value of kqMis a result of the
smaller diffusion coefficient of iodine reIative to oxygen (Table 4-9). Oxygen has a
diffusion coefficient approximately three times greater than iodine. It difhses faster and
reaches the fluorophore with high probability of quenching at every collision. Quenching
studies have revealed a significant decrease in quenching rate constant for the third
generation monodendrons from the second generation, for each solvent studied. The
decrease in kM
with the increase in size of monodendrons illustrated the effects of steric
protection upon quenching. If the monodendrons prevent contact between fluorophore
and the quencher with significant back folding, then substantially decreased values of

kQMand kDare expected. Quenching is efficient in small size monodendrons indicating
that they are more open and flexible than the Iarge ones (G3-0-Py). This also suggests a
significant change in the structure of higher generation monodendrons that reduces the
access of quencher to the fluorophore.

Table 4-7. Diffusion coefficient (DPy) of pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6) and their
radii in ACN and THF.
ACN
THF

a. Calculated from the NMR data.
b. Calculated from Stokes-Einstein equation (1 -24) using q = 5 . 4 6 10"
~ Pa-sec for TKF,
tl = 3.45~10"Pa-sec for ACN, kB = 1.38 1 x 1o-*~
J K , and T = 25 "C
c. Radii of fully extended structures, calculated from the rn0de1s.l~~
d. Calculations were not done.

Table 4-8. Difision coefficient of iodine (D12)and oxygen (Do,) and relative viscosities
(qrel)for pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6) in ACN.
Iodine
Oxygen
DIZa
f7rel
f7re1 b
DO;
Compound
(crn2/sec)
(cm2/sec)
1.5 x 10"
1.O
9.69 x
1.OO
1-Me-0-P (1)
1.99
0.99
7.52 x 10"
9.75
GO-0-P (2)
9.60 x
2.56
1.01
5.85 x loe5
GO'-0-P (3)
1.05
9.20 x lo-'
5.02 x
2.98
G 1-0-P (4)
3.04
1.15
8.39 x
4.93 x lo-'
G2-0-P (5)
4.38
7.69 x 1o - ~
1.26
3.42 x 1o - ~
G3-0-P(6)
a. Diffision coeficient of iodine calculated from Smoluchowski equation (1-23 ) using
Re = 5.9
b. Relative viscosity calculated from Stokes-Einstein equation (1-24).
c. Diffusion coefficient of oxygen cakulated from SmoIuchowski equation (1 -23) using
Re = 4.48 A.64

Table 4-9. Diffusion coefficient of iodine (Dl,) and oxygen (Do,) and relative viscosities
(qrel)for pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6) in THF.
Iodine
Oxygen
QZa
f7 re1 b
qrel b
bC
Compound
(cm2/sec)
(cm2/sec)

a. Diffusion coefficient of iodine calculated from Smoluchowski equation (1-23 ) using
Re = 5.9
b. Relative viscosity calculated from Stokes-Einstein equation (1-24).
c. Difision coefficient of oxygen calculated from Smoluchowski equation (1-23) using
Re = 4.48 A.64
d. Calculations were not done.

E. Molecular Modeling Studies
Molecular modeling was used as an aid in the interpretation of experimental

results. Using Hyperchem (V5.0), structures of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons
were generated. These structures were geometry optimized (lowest energy and RMS
gradient of 0.01 kcal /

A mol) using

the MM' force field and choosing Polak-Ribiereas

the minimization algorithm. Geometry optimization calculates and displays a structure
with a minimum energy and minimal atomic forces (gradient). Geometry optimized
structures of pyrene and pyrene labeled monodendrons (1-6) are shown in Appendix B.
From the structures, it is observed that with the increase in generation the size of
monodendrons increases. Smaller monodendrons are extended, spatially localized and

fully segregated. A significant change is observed in the structure of the third generation
molecule (G3-0-Py). The structure of this molecule is less localized and is not fully
segregated, instead, some backfolding is observed making the structure dense at the
center of core. This might be the reason of decrease in diffusion coefficient of pyrene
labeled monodendrons with the increase in size of monodendrons in acetonitrile and
THF. (Table 4-7).
Molecular orbital calculations were performed to understand the difference
between pyrene and I-methoxypyrene in their photophysical properties.

Both

semiemperical and ab-initio (with minimal basis set) calculations were done to obsewe
the effect of the lone pair of oxygen with the pyrene n-system in I-methoxypyrene
(Figure 4-36 and Figure 4-37). The results suggest very little oxygen character to the
frontier orbital and do not explain the significant differences between the photophysical

properties of pyrene and 1-methoxypyrene. These are more likely the results of internal
conversion resulting from coupling of the C-0 stretch to the electronic transition
(mentioned in detail in Chapter 3).

Figure 4-37. Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) of pyrene after
semiemperical geometry optimization (using AMI).

Figure 4-38. Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) of 1-methoxypyrene after
semiemperical geometry optimization (using AMI).

CHAPTER 5
Conclusions

A. Conclusions

The photophysics of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons were
investigated by excimer formation and quenching of fluorescence to gain insight into the
properties and the structures of the molecules in solution. The fluorescence studies
indicate the presence of significant back folding in the higher generation monodendrons
(G2-0-Py and G3-0-Py). This was supported by fluorescence quenching studies using
iodine and oxygen as a quencher and also by molecular modeling studies using
Hyperchem.
Fluorescence quenching involves the deactivation of the excited state by a
quencher molecule.

The object of this study was to determine the quenching rate

constants of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons.

Quenching

studies were done to generate detailed data concerning the structure of pyrene labeled
monodendrons in solution and the diffusion of quencher in the monodendrons.
Iodine quenching is known to be extremely sensitive to charge effe~ts.~'' Oxygen
is an uncharged molecule of very small dimension and also has the high probability of
quenching at any collisions. It must be considered an ideal probe to obtain information
about the internal structure of monodendrons

The rate constant associated with dynamic quenching and the equilibrium
constant associated with static quenching were determined in acetonitriIe, THF and
cyclohexane. Results of these experiments provided information about the quenching
behavior of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6) in different solvents. The

absorption spectra in acetonitrile and THF consist of contributions due to complexed and
uncomplexed iodine while cyclohexane has only uncomplexed iodine.
Fluorescence measurements and quenching studies provided information
regarding differences among successive generations of pyrene labeled poly(aryl ether)
rnonodendrons. Quenching experiments with iodine and oxygen indicated a generally
decreasing trend in the quenching rate constant with increase in generation number. This
decrease in rate can not be simply due to diffusion. This reflects that the monodendrons

are not fully extended in solution and are shielding the excited fluorophore. Because of
this back folding, the fraction of quencher accessible to the fluorophore decreases for
higher generations.

The amount of quenching observed is a function of dendrimer

generation number and of solvent polarity and viscosity. The variation in quenching rate
constant is consistent with the change in solvent polarity and increase in size of
monodendrons.
Fluorescence quenching proved to be very effective tool in determining the
permeability of the dendrimer strucures.

The experimentally measured diffusion

coefficients for the pyrene labeled monodendrons in acetonitrile and THF when
combined with their quenching rate constants gave more information about their structure
in solution. They support the observation that the monodendrons are not fully extended.
The quenching measurements by iodine and oxygen in cyclohexane have a similar trend
of decreasing kQMand kgD with increasing generation. This behavior of monodendons
also suggests that the same shielding effect is occurring in cyclohexane, although a more
detailed analysis cannot be performed. (The low solubility of pyrene labeled

monodendrons in cyclohexane has prevented determination of their diffusion coefficients

by the NMR method).
The fluorescence and quenching studies have suggested a significantly folded

structure of higher generation monodendrons. The quenching studies revealed that
quenching is diffusion controlled for small size monodendrons with an extended structure
and provides no barrier to quencher. A decrease in quenching efficiency with increasing
monodendron size (especially in G2-0-Py and G3-0-Py) was observed that could not be
explained by simple diffusion. This suggest that quenching rate constants are not purely
diffusion controlled, but are reduced by shielding by the monodendrons which are folded
back. This folding resulted in reduced size and increased density of monodendrons and
reduced the permeability of quencher to the fluorophore.

All these studies lead to the considerable insight into the properties of dendrimers
in solutions. The results obtained from the studies of dilute and concentrated solutions of
pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons supports the newer treatment of
dendrimers, where it is believed that the structure in solution falls between that of fully
extended model of ~ e n n e sand
~ the extensively backfolded model of ~ u t h u k u m a r . ' ~
However, it would be of considerable interest to determine the difision coefficients and
quenching rate constants in other solvents in order to understand the effect of solvent
polarity in quenching efficiency and extent of back-folding.

CHAPTER 6

Experimental

A. General

All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich.

Pyrene (99.55 %) obtained from

Aldrich was recrystallized twice from ethanol. All synthesis was performed under an
argon atmosphere.

Analytical thin layer chromatography was performed using

commercially coated silica plates (200-400 mesh, 60

A).

Melting points were

determined on a Mel-Temp apparatus and are uncorrected. 1H-NMR spectra were
recorded at Johnson & Johnson Laboratories. Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as
internal reference and data is given in 6 units. The following abbreviations are used in
the 'H-NMR data: Ar' refers to the protons of the aromatic rings of the core pyrene
molecule. Ar refers to protons on the aromatic ring and the subscript refers to the
generation of the ring.
All photophysical measurements were performed using spectroscopic grade solvents
at room temperature (25 OC). Spectroscopic grade acetonitrile (ACN), tetrahydrofuran
(THF) and cyclohexane (CH) were obtained from Aldrich and used as received for
photophysical studies. These solvents were kept under argon after use. Iodine was also
used without any hrther purification for quenching studies. Absorption spectra were
collected using a Hewlett-Packard HP 8452 photodiode array spectrophotometer.
Emission spectra were acquired on Jobin-Yvon Spex Tau-', (FLIT 11) spectrofluorimeter
consisting of a 450W Xenon lamp, a single grating excitation monochromator, a single
grating emission monochromator and a T-box sampling module.

The fluorescence

signal was collected at right angle (for dilute solutions) and at front face angle (for

concentrated solutions). The photomultiplier tube used to detect the emission was a
Harnarnatsu R9928 red-sensitive photomultiplier tube with an absolute energy cut-off of
930nrn.

All emission spectra were corrected for detector response by an internal

Rhodamine B quantum counter and correction files generated on site by the
manufacturer.

B. Lifetime Measurements
Excited state lifetimes (T) were determined by laser flash photolysis with the
defocused 337 nm output of a pulsed Photochemical Research Associates model LN 100
nitrogen laser as the excitation source (nominal pulse width 300 ps). The luminescence
decay after excitation was monitored with a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube
mounted in an EME-Gencom Inc. model S photomultiplier housing. An Instruments SA
Inc. model HI0 monochromator with 2 nm slits (nominal band pass = 16 nm) was used
to select the detection wavelength. The voltage vs time signal was acquired with a
LeCroy model 9361 digital storage oscilloscope, with an internal 50 ohm terminator
resistor used to convert current to voltage. The data obtained was stored on an MS-DOS
formatted diskette and transferred to 80386 based personal computer. A program
supplied by LeCroy (Wave386.Exe) was used to convert the binary files to ASCII.
These files were then read into Sigma Plot, Version (4.0) for Windows and analyzed by
semilog plot to determine the slope.

C. Sample Preparation

Dilute solutions of pyrene and pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether) monodendrons (1-6)
were prepared from concentrated ones by successive dilutions. A 3.3-3.5 mL aliquot of

the solution was piptted into the quartz cuvette equipped with gas-tight septa and
degassed by slow bubbling with zero grade argon for 15 minutes. The solutions were
excited at 335 nm and fluorescence spectra were scanned from 360 to 600 nm. To
measure lifetimes, the fluorescence decay curves were observed at 385 nm in dilute
solutions and at 550 nm for concentrated solutions of pyrene labeled poly(ary1 ether)
monodendrons (540 nrn for pyrene) to obtain the fluorescence decay of excimer only.
For iodine quenching, iodine was added in 1 or 5 microliter aliquots from a concentrated
solution (0.5 M in THF, 0.1 M in cyclohexane and acetonitrile) to a final iodine
concentration of approximately 3.67 mM. Steady-state fluorescence and time resolved
fluorescence intensity decay curves were measured for each iodine concentration. All
oxygen quenching experiments were performed by bubbling the solutions in cuvettes
with air for 15 minutes to ensure saturation. Steady-state fluorescence and time resolved
fluorescence intensity decay curves were measured for air saturated solutions by using
the above mentioned specifications for fluorescence measurements.

D. Synthesis
Synthesis of 1-Me-0-Py (1): A solution of 1-hydroxypyrene (1.00 g, 4.58

rnmol), methyl iodide (2.85 mL, 46.0 rnmol) and potassium carbonate (1.26 g, 12.71
mmol) in dry THF was refluxed under argon with stimng for 5 days until no 1-

hydroxypyrene was present by TLC (3: 1 v:v hexanes: ethyl acetate). Once complete the
reaction was cooled and solvent removed under reduced pressure. The residue was
dissolved in water and methylene chloride and was extracted three times with methylene
chloride. The combined organic layers were then washed with water and dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solution was filtered and solvent removed under reduced
pressure to yield yellow oil. The crude product was purified by column chromatography
using 3:l (v:v) hexanes: ethyl acetate as the solvent. The chromatography was easily
followed with long wavelength UV. The first band contained the product. Removal of
solvent gave 1-Me-0-Py (1) as yellow oil that solidified upon standing. This product
was further purified by recrystallization from ethanol (2x) to give off-white shiny plate-

like crystals (0.97 g, 91%), mp 74-76 "C.
1

H-NMR (CDC13): 6 4.15 (s, 3H, OCH3), 7.45-7.55 (d, IH, Ar'H), 7.85-8.20 (my 7H,

Ar'H) 8.4 1-8.44 (d, 1 H, Ar'H)

Synthesis of GO-0-gt (2): A solution of 1-hydroxypyrene (1.00 g, 4.58 mmol),

benzyl bromide (1.75 g, 6.87 mmol) and potassium carbonate (1.13 g, 11.45 mmol) in
acetone was refluxed overnight under argon. The reaction was followed by thin layer
chromatography while refluxing and was stopped when no starting material was present
by TLC (3:l v: v hexanes:ethyI acetate). The reaction was cooled and sodium hydroxide
(0.36 g, 9.0 mmol) was added to convert the excess benzyl bromide to benzyl alcohol.
The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the residue dissolved in a mixture
of water and methylene chloride. The solution was then extracted three times with
methylene chloride. The collected organic layers were washed with 10% sodium

hydroxide and then with water and finally dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The
solution was then filtered and the solvent removed under reduced pressure. The crude
product was further purified by recrystallization from ethanol (2x) and was obtained as
fluffy white crystals (1.3 1 g, 92%), mp 101-103 "C.
I

H-NMR (CDC13): 6 5.43 (s, 2H, ArCH20), 7.35-7.48 (m, 5H, Ad&), 7.60-7.62 (d, lH,

Ar'H), 7.85-8.15 (m, 7H, Ar'H), 8.50-8.53 (d, lH, Ar'H).

Synthesis of GO'-0-9. (3): This reaction was completed in two steps. The first
step was the synthesis of 3,5-dimethoxy benzyl bromide. Carbon tetrabromide (7.39 g,

22.95 rnmol) was added to a solution of 3,5-dimethoxy benzyl alcohol (3.00 g, 17.83
rnrnol) in THF. After it was dissolved, triphenylphosphine was added slowly while
stirring at room temperature under argon. The reaction resulted in the formation of white
precipitate with generation of heat. Stirring was continued for another one to two hours
until no benzyl alcohol was present by TLC (3:l v:v hexanes: ethyl acetate). When
reaction was complete, the solution was filtered into an equal volume of water. The
filtrate was collected and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue
was dissolved in methylene chloride and water and was extracted three times with
methylene chloride. The combined organic layers were then washed with water and
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solution was filtered and the solvent removed
under reduced pressure to yield an oily product that solidified at room temperature. This
was purified by recrystallization twice from hot ethanol to yield white needle-like
crystals of 3,5-dimethoxy benzyl bromide. The second step coupled 3,5-dimethoxy
benzyl bromide to 1-hydroxypyrene. A solution of 1 -hydroxypyrene (1 .OO g, 4.58

rnmol), benzyl bromide (1.38 g, 6.87 mmol) and potassium carbonate (1.1347 g, 11.45
rnmol) was refluxed overnight under argon. The reaction was checked by TLC for
completion. When complete, the reaction was cooled and sodium hydroxide (0.36 g, 9.0
mrnol) was added to quench the excessive 3,5-dimethoxy benzyl alcohol and was let to

stir for another half-hour at room temperature. The solvent was then removed under
reduced pressure and the residue dissolved in water and methylene chloride. The
solution was extracted three times with methylene chloride. The collected organic layers
were washed with 10% sodium hydroxide and then with water. The washed organic
layers were then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solution was filtered and the
solvent removed under reduced pressure to give GO'-0-Py as brown colored oil that
solidified upon standing. The product was further purified by recrstallization twice from
an ethanol-acetone mixture. The product was obtained as shiny, light orange colored
crystals (I .36 g, 80.6%), mp 108-109 "C.

'H-NMR (CDCl,): F 3.80 (s, 6H, OCH,), 5.35 (s, 2H, ArCH2), 6.46 (s, lH, ArHo), 6.75
(s, 2H, Ar&) 7.58-7.60 (d, 1H, Ar'H) 7.88-8.15 (m, 7H, Ar'N) 8.52-8.54 (d, 1H, Ar'l-T)

Synthesis of G1-0-Py (4): This synthesis also required two steps. The first step
involved the synthesis of 3,5-dibenzyloxy benzyl bromide fiom 3,5-dibenzaloxy benzyl
alcohol. 3,5-dibenzaloxy benzyl alcohol (10.00 g, 30.0 mmoE), carbon tetrabromide
(12.43 g, 38.7 mmol) and triphenyl phosphine (10.16 g, 38.7 mmol) were dissolved in

THF. The crude product was obtained by following the procedure described above and
was purified by dissolving it in a minimal amount of 9: 1 (v:v) toluene:petroleum ether
mixture and running it through a short column of silica gel to remove the

triphenylphosphine oxide. The volume was reduced under reduced pressure and the
product was then precipitated into hexanes (10.38 g, 86.6%). In the second step, the 3 3 dibenzyloxy benzyl bromide (10 g, 25.0 rnrnoI) was refluxed along with 1hydroxypyrene (4 g, 18.3 rnrnol) and potassium carbonate (4.717g, 47.6 mrnoI) in THF
under argon. The reaction was followed by TLC (3:l v:v hexanes: ethyl acetate). The
reaction was completed by folIowing the procedure above for GO'-0-Py and the product
was obtained as an oil that solidified upon standing.

It was further purified by

recrystallization twice from an ethanol-acetone mixture (9.0 g, 75%) mp, 1 1 1-1 13 "C.

'H-NMR (CDC13): 6 5.10 (s, 4H, ArCHzO), 5.38 (2H, ArCH20), 6.65 (s, lH, ArHo),
6.85 (s, 2H, ArHo) 7.26-7.48 (m, 10H, ArH,), 7.52-7.54 (d, lH, Ar'H), 7.88-8.18 (rn,
7H, Ar'H), 8.49-8.51 (d, lH, Ar'H).

APPENDIX A
Structures

Pyrene

APPENDIX B
Geometry Optimized Structures

Pyrene
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